
Terms of Use

1. INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL INFORMATION
Barfutura S.L.U. (Barfutura from now on) is a company with business address at Calle Oriente 3, 28005 Madrid (Spain), with VAT number B-83647388. To get 
in contact with Barfutura directly and effectively, phone +34 915 917 925.
For notifications and requests related to the following terms of use, write and hand in personally or send by certified mail to Barfutura´s business address.

2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
Access and/or use of information related to the web site or services provided by Barfutura imply the condition of user (Users from now on) and therefore 
all terms of use described herein are applicable. These terms of use regulate access, use of information and browsing in any of Barfutura´s web sites (this 
includes news commentaries, blogs, forums, etc...), as well as all responsibility derived from such use and its contents (contents meaning texts, images, 
graphic material, drawings, photographs, audio material, videos, information or indeed any material protected by national laws or international agreements 
concerning intellectual and industrial property).
Access or use of www.barfutura.com by users implies the acceptance and approval of terms of use.
Independent of these terms of use, Barfutura has the right to introduce specific conditions to regulate the hiring of products or services on offer to users that 
depending on the specific examples, will substitute or modify the corresponding general terms of use, with subsequent particular conditions prevailing over the 
original terms of use.
3. ACCESS
The use of services and access to information contained in www.barfutura.com is free and does not require registering, although some of the services and 
information provided by Barfutura to third parties via the web site, may be liable to specific conditions for hiring or payment that will be visibly specified.
4. USE OF THE PAGE
The user is obliged to use all services provided by Barfutura according to the law and to the terms of use established, refraining from improper use of services 
or use that is contradictory to the terms of use.
5. INTELECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
This web site is subject to Spanish law and national and international legislation concerning intellectual and industrial property.
Barfutura in itself or as a licensed entity, is the owner of all the rights of intellectual and industrial property contained in the web site and that of its contents, thus 
making use of this right and expressly forbidding any reproduction, distribution or public communication of part or all of these contents, in any format nor any 
media without prior specific authorisation from Barfutura.
The user has the right to visualize, print, copy or store material and contents from the web site, if and only if, it is for exclusively private use and never for public 
or commercial purposes.
The user will not manipulate, avoid or alter any security or protection system from the web.
It must not be understood that any access or browsing by the user in the web site or any use, purchase and/or hire of products or services, implies any 
resignation, transmission, license or grant, neither total nor partial, of rights on behalf of Barfutura.
All web site contents are directed towards consumers and users. All unauthorized commercial use and resale is absolutely forbidden without written 
authorization by Barfutura.
6. DATA PROTECTION
According to current regulations regarding data protection and society service information and e-commerce, when gaining access to services in www.barfutura.
com users accept that personal data they provide can be introduced into files property of Barfutura with the objective of offering the required services and 
keeping users informed, either through e-mail or by any other media, of new products and services provided by Barfutura or collaborators. In the case of e-mail 
messages, the user will give consent to advertising through this media. The users’ data will in no case be given to third parties. Users have the right to access 
and hence rectify or cancel personal data through the address hello@barfutura.com. 
7. RESPONSIBILITY AND GUARANTEE
Barfutura will in no case be held responsible for reliability, utility, credibility or accuracy of services or information provided through the web site.
Therefore, Barfutura will not be held responsible for (i) continuity in the contents of www.barfutura.com and the absence of errors in those contents; (ii) 
the absence of viruses and/or other malicious or harmful components present in the web site or a server; (iii) the invulnerability of the web site and/or the 
impregnability of security measures that may be used; (iv) the lack of utility or efficiency of the contents or products of the web site; (v) damages caused, to 
oneself or third parties, by any person who does not comply with conditions, regulations or instructions given by Barfutura through the web site, or through 
breaking security systems; (vi) incorrect, inappropriate or illicit use of information contained in the web site.
Users will respond to any disconformities with respect to any of the obligations to which they are liable by virtue of the general terms of use and the law in 
relation to the use of these services.
8. LINKS
Barfutura will not assume any responsibility for the contents or services that are accessible through the web site, either via links, buttons or banners. Moreover, 
connections and links from www.barfutura.com to other web sites do not imply any direct relationship, collaboration or dependence between Barfutura and 
those responsible or other sites.
Any institution or user that has the intention of establishing links with www.barfutura.com from other sites, will be able to do so, with any integrated web site 
page, although the link must be absolute and complete, that is, it must take the user straight to the URL address of an Barfutura page with one click, and it must 
take up the space of a whole page when linked. Under no circumstances, unless Barfutura specifically produces a written authorization, shall the web site that 
has produced the link in any way reproduce the web site, include it as part of its own site, or inside one of its frames, or create a browser within any of the pages 
of the web site.
In the page where the link has been established, it will not be possible to specify that Barfutura has authorized the given link unless this has been specifically 
done and confirmed in writing. 
Barfutura does not authorize the establishment of a link to the web site from sites that contain material, information or contents that are illicit, illegal, degrading or 
obscene, or that, in general, contravene moral standards, public order or generally accepted social norms.
9. EXCLUSION RIGHTS
Barfutura reserves the right to decline or withdraw access to the web site and the services and contents provided, without warning, to those users that do not 
comply with the terms of use.
10. MODIFICATIONS
Barfutura reserves the right to modify the presentation and the configuration of contents and services offered by the web site, being able to add, suppress or 
modify any content or service without warning.
11. MODIFICATIONS OF THE PRESENT CONDITIONS
Barfutura reserves the right to modify the terms of use without warning and therefore only the latest version will be enforced when users are connected to the 
web site, where modifications will be considered valid as long as they are exposed in www.barfutura.com
12. APPLICABLE LEGISLATION AND JURISDICTION
The relationship established between Barfutura and the user will be subject to current Spanish legislation and any controversy will be submitted to the courts 
and tribunals of the city of Madrid, with the explicit renunciation of any other authority that may correspond.


